
 
AROUND THE DIAMOND IN THE ABL 

WEEK 12 

7/27/17 

 

BIG STORY:  The trade deadline just passed and once again everyone was wondering if another big deal 

would be made. Only one small deal on deadline day and another trade the day before that caused plenty 

of league chatter.  Prior to the excitement several deals were made going into the final weekend as Max 

Scherzer returned home to the Syracuse Hazard and the Albany Lo-Sox made their first trade in history as 

they picked up Stephen Piscotty.  On the diamond, the play week was ruled by four out of the five series 

resulting in a sweep.  Mudville is charging from the back with a 5-1 record in their last six and is only one 

game out of a playoff spot.  The defending champions swept past Syracuse setting up a first-place 

showdown with Titusville for slam week as Long Beach Island and Ocracoke pulled the same trick.  

Duran predicted several weeks back the Starfish series would be the biggest series on his schedule.  That 

prediction comes true as they will battle for the top spot.  A log jam in the National for the final playoff 

spot with Tallahassee trying to hold off Orlando and Mudville as the American has been tight all season 

long with three games separating first to last.  The action is heating up as all six playoff spots remain with 

everyone trying to capture them as we head into the four game sets with teams having ten games left on 

the regular season slate.             

 
 

2017 ABL STANDINGS 

 
NATIONAL   W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY HOME  DIV  VS AD  

Titusville  17 9 -- .654 132 107 7-3 10-6 10-4 7-5 

Chesapeake Bay 17 9 -- .654 144 113 8-6 9-3 10-2 7-7 

Tallahassee 10 16 7 .385 113 146 3-9 7-7 3-7 7-9 

Orlando  9 17 8 .346 102 130 6-10 3-7 6-10 3-7 

Mudville  9 17 8 .346 129 159 5-11 4-6 3-9 6-8 

 

AMERICAN  W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY  HOME  DIV  VS ND 

Long Beach  15 11 -- .577 134 104 5-5 10-6 8-6 7-5 

Ocracoke  15 11 -- .577 134 131 6-8 9-3 7-5 8-6 

La Jolla  13 13 2 .500 117 133 5-7 8-6 7-7 6-6 

Albany  13 13 2 .500 119 128 4-6 9-7 6-6 7-7 

Syracuse  12 14 3 .462 151 124 7-9 5-5 4-8 8-6 

 

X-PLAYOFF SPOT Y-DIVISION       

Z- TIED FOR PLAYOFF SPOT, ONE GAME SHOWDOWNS 



 

DEADLINES: 

Play Week begins July 28th 

Recap and Score Sheets due August 7th 8 p.m. est. 

 

SCORES 

CB  8  SYR  7 

CB  6  SYR  4  13 Inn. 

TV  3  ALB  2 

ALB  7  TV  1 

LBI  11  TA  1 

LBI  4  TA  0 

MUD  4  LJ  2 

MUD  11  LJ  6 

OC  4  ORL  3 

OC  4  ORL  3   

 

 

2017 ABL TEAMS AND MANAGERS: 

National Division 

Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats(28th Season) Scott “Commish” Allen (Defending Champions)   

Tallahassee Terriers(27th Season)  Don “Legend” Allen Jr. 

Orlando Sharks(16th Season)   Greg “Buck” Dietzen 

Titusville Perfectos(10th Season)  Lennart “Lenny” Saaf    

Mudville Nine(3rd Season)   Casey "The Kid" Allen 

 

American Division 

Long Beach Island Starfish(15th Season) Jim “Skibby”  Bomysoad   

Syracuse Hazard(13th Season)   Jason “Coop” Cupelo   

Ocracoke Blackbeards(10th Season)  Duran “Stole” Allen 

La Jolla Juggernaut(3rd Season)   Kevin “Eradicator” Waters 

Albany Lo-Sox(Expansion Season)  Michael Saaf 

  

 

ABL 2017 IP’S 

Tallahassee  15 

Mudville  15 

Titusville  15 

Long Beach Island 15 

La Jolla   15 

Albany   15 

Syracuse  14 

Chesapeake Bay 14 

Ocracoke  13 

Orlando  12 

 

 



 
 

ROLLING DICE??  (Q and A with Game Play Notes)  (PLEASE TAKE NOTE) 

(Italic are present in the current charts) 

 

1.  Outfield Range Play:  Is the (+2 two outs) adjustment on the sending runners chart just for runners on 

base?  For example: We had an outfield range play with over the head and centerfield and a speed of 7 or 

higher could try for inside the park home run using the sending runner's chart.  Does the two-out 

adjustment apply in this case? 

 

ANSWER:  No.  The batter does not get the +2 adjustment.  The +2 adjustment is for base runners on 

batter balls on hits only.  

 

 

FREE AGENT DEADLINE REMINDER: 

The Free Agent Deadline is the Friday (July 28th in 2017) after the 12th play week ends every year at 8 

p.m. Eastern.   

 

 

 
 

 

ABL 2017-2018 OFF-SEASON VOTING:   

Send in your proposals for rule changes to be voted on in the off-season.  Please remember the process for 

adding new rule ideas to the voting agenda. 

 

Each manager may petition for rule changes or additions as amendments to this rulebook by submitting 

proposals to the Commish.   

 

1. The Commish will decide to add the proposal to the agenda as a Commish sponsored proposal.  

2. Reject the proposal based on the best interest of the league clause  

3. Send the proposal to the review board (Greg Dietzen, Casey Allen, and Len Saaf) for majority 

approval.   

 

All submitted proposals must be submitted by October 15th at 8 p.m. est. 

 

 

TEAM NEWS: 

The Ocracoke Blackbeards have a new look as future expansion team manager Chris Marcello designed a 



new logo for the Blackbeards who have been searching for a home grown look since moving to the island.  

The previous logos have been internet knockoffs and this logo gives the Beards their own ABL identity.  

Chris is quickly becoming the ABL’s new resident artist as he’s also been working on logos for each 

division and updating the primary ABL league logo to a cleaner digital appearance.  Thanks for the efforts 

Chris.  If you have been wanting a new look, reach out to Chris with some ideas. 

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

SKIBBY’S SPOTLIGHT: 

 

Skibby’s Spotlight - Summer Slam Edition 

 

Greetings sports fans, from the corner of my sleep deprived, overworked mind, comes this 

week’s spotlight.  So the trade deadline has come and gone and only ONE deal was made on 

the final day of trading.  One that I am personally excited about because 



WIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILMER is a beloved player in my life.  Similar to Endy 

Chavez and Benny Agbayani in my mind.  I wonder if my love of ball players is affecting other 

parts of my life….ANYWHO on to talk about real baseball for now. 

 

Adrian Beltre is a Gift - Last night, Adrian Beltre was told by an umpire to get back in the 

batters box.  Now, this happens at a time where the Rangers are losing 18-6.  Beltre, being the 

respectful veteran that he is, went back to the batters box as he was told. 

 

And proceeded to drag it to where he was standing, continuing to loosen up for his at bat.  He 

was promptly tossed by the umpire.  And the Internet loved him for it.  I do not believe this a 

“disrespect for the game” issue.  This is a “come on dude, we’re getting wrecked, leave me 

alone” overstepping by the umpire, who was probably tired because I can’t imagine a 18-6 

game goes quickly, and Beltre tried to make light of a situation.  So kudos to you Mr. Beltre, you 

are a gift to the game. 

 

The Baseball Gods are Vengeful - They have taken Clayton Kershaw from us for a yet to be 

determined amount of time.  He talked at the all-star break about how great his back feels.  Two 

weeks later, on the DL for a back issue.  Please hurry back to us Mr. Kershaw. 

 

The Baseball Gods Love Us - They have given back Mike Trout.  Since returning, he’s hitting 

.316 with 3 home runs, and has, well, been Mike Trout.  Which means really good at baseball, 

and making Angels fans happy again.  He’s got a birthday coming up (same day as my mom, 

happy birthday mom!) and he will celebrate it by being the best baseball player on the planet.  

Fight me if you disagree. 

 

The Deadline is Upon Us - The MLB trade deadline has just a few days to go.  In a lot of ways 

it does not affect us, but in one very specific way it does.  If a player that is on a team not in the 

player pool gets traded to one in the player pool, it adds to the strength of the draft.  Conversely, 

if a player gets traded out of the pool, and he’s not kept on an ABL roster, he’s gone “forever”, 

which can be a really long time.   

 

So a few teams that look to be buyers (Yankees, Indians, Astros, Mariners, Royals, Nationals) 

could be strengthen for expansion teams, but may not help us a whole bunch come draft time.  

The sellers could be helping us out come draft day though (Braves, Orioles, Blue Jays, Pirates) 

by putting some talent back in the pool.   

 

Also, it’s crazy to me that 6 of the teams out of the pool could make the playoffs.  Right now the 

M’s would need some help, likely in the form of the Red Sox faltering down the stretch and the 

Yankees taking back the division lead.  Regardless, it’s gonna be an interesting few days as we 

head towards the deadline, and that expansion preview will be a few short weeks away. 

 

The Weakness Has Shifted - As we all remember in last years draft, one position in particular 

was a black hole as far as talent was concerned.  Left field was GOD AWFUL.  Usually teams 



put dudes who can’t field there, but last year they put dudes who couldn’t field OR hit there.  It 

was bad.  I still wake up in a cold sweat every once in a while thinking about it. 

 

Good news, in a quick scan of the stats, left field should not be the flaming abomination that it 

was in 2017’s draft.  There are some dudes who can rake there.  Some stop gaps, some young 

talent, but regardless.  Draftable talent. 

 

However, the black hole has moved to the hot corner.  Looking at batting averages and the 

minimum required at bats, this is what the top twenty third baseman look like. 

 

1) C-Bay  

2) Not in pool (CLE)  

3) Cuse 

4) Albany 

5) Titusville 

6) Orlando 

7) Available 

8) Available 

9) LBI 

10) Tallahassee 

11) Not in pool (KC) 

12) LBI 

13) Titusville 

14) Mudville 

15) La Jolla 

16) Available 

17) Tallahassee 

18) Available 

19) Not in pool (HOU) 

20) Not in pool (NYY) 

 

I could keep going but you don’t want me to.  The 20th player has a slash line of .265/.346/.380.  

I have no doubt the dude in 2nd would be a high first round pick, if Cleveland magically made it 

into the player pool but I think they still need another year out.  Anyway, that’s a preview for 

another day. 

 

For those of you without a player on this list, keep dreaming on Rafael Devers!! 

 

I Don’t Know Why… - The Brewers started Michael Blazek today against the Nationals.  It’s his 

first start of the year (he previously had 4 appearances in relief) and in 2 ⅓ innings, he gave up 

6 home runs.  5 of them in the third inning.  4 in a row at one point.  Before getting the hook.  

Sheesh not a good day for him. 

 



Peace Out Homies - That’s it for this week.  I’m in a bit of a time crunch, because someone 

thought it would be cute to give us lab time from 10pm - 1am, so I’m working more of a night 

time swing than usual.  Which is causing the slight lack of rambling today. 

 

I hope everyone is well, best of luck with slam for everyone.  A little less like to Ocracoke for 

obvious reasons.  Have fun out there! 

 

 

 
 

RULES OF THE GAME: 

 

Back in May I detailed some ideas I was kicking around to address changes for the ABL’s taxi teams 

moving forward in 2018.  I mentioned I was considering them as a possible Commish change to the 

rulebook or a possible amendment for vote.  I’ve decided on couple of those ideas as changes I plan to 

make as a Commish change for what I feel is better for the league.  Of course, managers may submit a 

proposal that could be voting on if approved. 

 

The first change is the size of the taxi team and overall roster size impacting franchise players. 

 

Each team will be able to place a maximum of five players on their taxi team.  These players will make 

up the team’s taxi squad they can go to and bring up players in case of injuries and trades.   

 

The taxi team will be reduced back to five and that also reverts the roster back to thirty.  The franchise 

players will also go back to 15 to keep everything symmetrical. 

 

The second change is very minor but relevant to this upcoming play week.   

 

I’m planning to remove the clause that allows a team to send down a starter that needs rest prior to a 

four-game series.  This rule was a carry over when the ABL used a four man rotation.  

 

The final change is related to taxi teams, basically putting back in the limitation on how many moves 

teams can make.  It’s been the wild west this year with team’s making moves every play week to match 

up.  This rule will go in as a Commish Change but another manager can submit a rule proposal if they 

have a better idea to handle the taxi team player movement. 

 

Teams are limited to only four pitcher and four player taxi team transactions per regular season.  No 

limitations in playoffs since rosters are set on a per series basis.  Exceptions:  Bringing up a 

pitcher/player after a trade, injury, or suspension.  Another exception is when a team is below 25 active 

players on their roster.  The transaction must take place before the next series to not count against the 

limitation.  Also, teams must call up a pitcher/player by the next series after the pitcher/player comes 

off the injury/suspension list to not count against the limitation.   

 



 

 
 

TRANSACTION REPORT: 

7/15 TRADE:  To Syracuse:  Jeff Samardzija. 

To Ocracoke:  David Ortiz.      

 

7/16 TAXI TEAM:  Ocracoke sent down Keon Broxton. 

 

 TAXI TEAM:  Syracuse sent down Jeff Samardzija and called up Cameron Maybin. 

 

TRADE:  To Syracuse:  Odubel Herrera, Junior Guerra. 

To Tallahassee:  Cameron Maybin, Joe Ross, 2th Round Draft Pick(2018), 5th Round Draft 

Pick(2018).          

 

 TAXI TEAM:  Syracuse sent down Jerad Eickhoff. 

 

TRADE:  To Orlando:  Neil Walker. 

To Tallahassee:  Ian Kinsler, 3rd Round Draft Pick(2018).          

 

TAXI TEAM:  Orlando sent down Neil Walker. 

 

7/18 TRADE:  To Chesapeake Bay: Yu Darvish, Jake Odorizzi, Keon Broxton. 

To Ocracoke:  Jacob deGrom, Addison Reed, Adam Eaton. 

 

TAXI TEAM:  Ocracoke sent down Ryan Rua, Ryan Dull. 

 

TAXI TEAM:  Orlando sent down Scott Schebler, Dustin Pedroia and called up Gregory 

Polanco, Neil Walker. 

 

7/19 TRADE:  To Orlando:  David Robertson, Santiago Casilla, 4th Round Draft Pick(2018). 

To Chesapeake Bay:  Kyle Ryan, Alex Wilson.      

 

TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Jake Odorizzi, Robbie Ross. 

 

7/20 TRADE: To Syracuse:  Max Scherzer, Jorge Soler, Chris Carter, Jake Odorizzi. 

 To Chesapeake Bay:  Junior Guerra, Matthew Bowman, Brian Dozier, Marcell Ozuna, 1st Round 

Draft Pick(2018). 

 

 TAXI TEAM:  Syracuse sent down Jefry Marte, Jake Odroizzi, Chris Carter and called up Raisel 

Iglesias, Jerad Eickhoff. 

 

 

 TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Brian Dozier, Marcell Ozuna, Alex Wilson. 

 

7/21 FREE AGENT:  Mudville picked up Christian Friedrich(SP) and dropped Kevin Gausman(SP). 



 

TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Keon Broxton, Brandon Belt called up Brian Dozier, 

Marcell Ozuna. 

 

7/22 TAXI TEAM: Tallahassee sent down Hunter Cervanka, Joe Ross and called up Jake Lamb, Joe 

Blanton. 

 

 TRADE:  To Mudville:  Brandon Drury. 

To Albany:  Stephen Piscotty.     

 

7/24 TAXI TEAM: Albany sent down Tyler Anderson, Chris Rusin and called up A.J. Ramos, Angel 

Pagan.  

 

7/25 TRADE:  To Chesapeake Bay:  Victor Martinez, Seth Lugo, 2nd Round Draft Pick(2018), 3rd 

Round Draft Pick(2018). 

To Ocracoke:  Kyle Ryan, Alex Wilson, 8th Round Draft Pick(2018).      

 

TAXI TEAM:  Titusville sent down Ervin Santana, Marco Estrada, Jake Barrett and called up 

Fernando Abad, Michael Lorenzen, Hunter Pence. 

 

TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Junior Guerra, Melky Cabrera and called up Robbie 

Ross. 

 

7/26 TAXI TEAM: Tallahassee sent down Felix Hernandez and called up Hunter Cervenka. 

 

TAXI TEAM:  Ocracoke sent down Anthony DeSclafani. 

 

TRADE:  To Syracuse:  Ken Giles. 

To Long Beach Island:  Wilmer Flores.     

 

FREE AGENT:  Syracuse picked up Carlos Estevez(RP), Brock Holt(LF) and dropped Chris 

Carter(1B), Jefry Marte(1B). 

 

TAXI TEAM:  Mudville sent down Zach Duke and called up Sean Manaea. 

 

TRADE DEADLINE 

 

7/27 TAXI TEAM:  Long Beach Island sent down Eugenio Suarez. 

 

 

 
 

INJURY/SUSPENSION REPORT: 

PLAYER                  TEAM         GAMES        ACTIVE       WEEK?  OFF/IR 



None  

 

 

 
 

RECAPS OF ABL BASEBALL: 

Titusville at Albany 

Brother battle produces two gems - one a game, one a pitching performance 

Game One 

Titusville 3  Albany 2 

[Sale vs. Syndergaard]  

The aces came out for game 1 and both twirlers sat down hitters, busting bats. The Perfectos started the 

scoring with Kiermaier's Crazy Play double that sent Drury to the clubhouse for a concussion protocol. 

Kevin came across on a Machado gcf, 1-0 T-ville. Albany pulled all square on a Votto slow roller with 

corners and 1 out. Both teams kept the mirror image innings going in the 6th when Grandal doubled home 

Bradley and Contreras doubled home Arenado, 2-2 after 6. Sale gave way to Gregerson, who pitched an 

effortless 8th. Thor got pulled in the 9th and Barraclough couldn't shut down Titusville. A walk to 

Longoria gave the Perfectos 1st & 2nd with 2 outs. Machado went Outfield Range - Down the Line to LF 

and Duvall (SP) looked like he would haul it in, but it eluded his glove, chased home Grandy and set up 

Thornburg to slam the door. 3-2 P-men. 

Lines of the game: 

MACHADO  4-0-2-2 

PERFECTO PEN  2-IP 0-H 4-SO 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  R H E 

TV   1   1   1  3 6 0 

ALB   1   1     2 5 0 

  

TV Pitching 



Sale 7 

Gregerson 1 (W) 

Thornburg 1 (S) 

 

ALB Pitching 

Syndergaard 8+ 

Barraclough 1 (L) 

 

INJURIES: 

Drury - 2 games 

CRAZY PLAYS: 

#795 - Kiermaier doubles after Drury smashes into wall and comes up empty and lame. 

#027 - Kiermaier strikes out (no dropped third strike, PB, error) 

 

Game Two 

Albany 7  Titusville 1  

[Estrada vs. Whodat] 

The Lo-Sox broke out the throwback uniforms for game 2 and sent Chris Rusin to the bump to face off 

with the newly acquired Perfecto, Marco Estrada. The Sox went to work in the 2nd, plating 2 runs on an 

error, walk, and RBI hits from Contreras and LeMahieu. Rusin was perfect through 3, but wobbled in the 

4th, walking in a run. Meanwhile, Albany was flexin' some muscle with bombs from Arenado, Contreras, 

and Blackmon to stretch the lead to 7-1. The Lo-Sox pen was warming up in the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th but 

Rusin waved them off, setting down the P-men, and surrendering only one base runner over the final 4 

frames, including a perfect 9th. All hail, Whodat Rusin! 

Line of the game:  

RUSIN  9-IP 5-H 1-ER 9-SO (CG W) 

  



 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  R H E 

TV    1       1 5 1 

ALB  2 1 3 1    X  7 8 0 

  

TV Pitching 

Estrada 7 (L) 

Barrett 1 

  

ALB Pitching 

Rusin 9 (W) 

 

INJURIES: 

None 

 

CRAZY PLAYS: 

None 

 

Lenny - Had a blast rolling with you! See you in week 15. 

 

 

Mudville at La Jolla 

Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Such was the chanting of the faithful.  

The Nine come to down to to play the spoiler. 

Zimmerman proves he can pitch 

Game #1 

Cueto vs Zimmerman. The first couple of innings go by with just a hit from both teams. Mudville will 

score first after back to back singles by Realmuto and Kipnis to score Diaz. Mudville 1 to 0. Meanwhile 

Zimmerman is dealing like no other. He would only give up 3 hits through 6 and strike out 5. Mudville 

got a solo shot from Springer. 2 to nothing for the visitors. Bottom of the 7th and Abreu would come up 

with a two out gcf single that score Gattis and Pujols tying the score at 2. But the Nine would not be 



denied. Springer playing the hero goes yard again. This time a two run jobber and the visitors are up 4 to 

2. Baez, Stripling and Rondon would finish things off allowing one hit and striking out 4 through 2 1/3 

innings. Rondon striking out the side to end the game. Mudville takes game one 4 to 2. 

                                                  R H  E  LOB 

Mudville   0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0     4  11 1     9   

La Jolla    0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0     2  8   0      7 

Pitching 

Mudville 

W Zimmerman 6.2 

Baez .2 

Stripling .2 

S Rondon 1 

Injuries 

None 

 

Pitching 

La Jolla 

L Cueto 7.2 

Neris .1 

Oh 1 

Injuries 

None 

 

Mudville takes advantage of major error by Pujols to blow open game and earn the sweep 

Game # 2 Hill vs Gausman. The home team would draw first blood by scoring 3 runs in the bottom of the 

1st frame. Thanks to a 3 run poke by Gattis. Springer would continue to flex his muscles and takes Hill for 

a ride. Top of the 4th and La Jolla up 3 to 1. Hill has been constantly walking batters and that would get 

him into trouble. With one out and the bases loaded Pujols would make a vaunted 3 base error that Hill 

could not overcome. Mudville took full advantage of the gift and parleyed the walks and the big error into 

a 7 run 4th. Try as they might Juggernaut could not bridge the gap. Gattis hit another HR but that was as 

close as the home team would get as The Nine would tack on 3 more runs over the final 5 innings to come 



away with an 11 to 6 victory and the sweep Ls Jolls with a big broom. Hill’s pitching line 4 ip 6 Hits 8 

runs 4 earned 6 walks and 6 k’s and one huge error by Pujols. 

                                                   R H E LOB 

Mudville  0 1 0 7 1 0 1 0 1      11 11 0    9 

La Jolla   3 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0       6  13 1    8 

Pitching 

Mudville 

W Gausman 5 

Strop 1 

Baez 1 

Stripling 1 

Duke 0 

Rondon 1 

Injuries 

None 

 

Pitching 

Juggernaut 

L Hill 4 

Neris 2 

Oh 1 

Quackenbush 2 

Injuries 

Gattis beaned in the head and out for the game 

Good rolling with you Casey. Thanks for the games. 

 

 

Tallahassee at Long Beach Island 

The Terriers head to LBI for their first trip to the Jersey shore this season.  The Terriers entered in a tight 

race for that 3rd playoff spot in the NL while the 'fish are hoping to maybe see some moves made in the 

AL standings. 

 



Game 1 - Bauer vs. Carrasco - LBI would waste little time welcoming , putting up a up a two spot in the 

1st and a three spot in the 2nd with Bryant and Garcia leading the charge, combining for 3 runs scored 

and 3 driven in.  Tallahassee newcomer Josh "Reddy Redpecker" Reddick would lead off the 3rd with a 

solo home run.  Carrasco would then bear down and retire the next 11 straight in retribution.  LBI would 

send Bauer packin in the 6th and victimize Carlos Torres a bit, combined with a defensive miscue to put a 

5 spot up.  The Terriers would finally chase Carrasco in the 9th, but Rubby would come in and shut the 

door, sealing the game 1 win for the 'fish.  Final Score LBI 11 Tally 1 

 

Pitching 

Tally 

<L> Bauer 5.0 

Torres 0.2 

Cervenka 2.0 

Colome 0.1 

 

LBI 

<W> Carrasco 8.0 

De La Rosa 1.0 

 

No Injuries 

 

Game 2 - Hernandez vs. Deadman Walking -  LBI would run out their newest acquisition against the 

Terriers, see how he would do in his first game in the new digs.  His first "clean" inning wouldn't come 

until the 6th, when he would K the side, but there were no runs allowed and only three base runners 

would reach scoring position against Fernandez.  King Felix would also start the game strong, would get a 

little wild in the 4th, plunking Garcia and he'd get driven home by Healy to start the scoring.  Alex "Used 

to be the new guy" Dickerson would hit his first HR in Starfish Orange in the 5th, Murph would add a gcf 

single in the 6th, and Kris Bryant hits a big fly in the 8th to round out the LBI scoring.  After Deadman 

would exit, Salas and Familia would allow some base runners, but navigate the hazards and lock the game 

down for the 'fish.  Final Score LBI 4 Tally 0 

 

Pitching 

Tally 

<L> Hernandez 8.0 

 

LBI 

<W> Fernandez 7.0 

Salas 1.0 

Familia 1.0 

 

Injuries 

Tally - None 

LBI - Deadman Walking would play a prank after the game, will miss one game.   

 

Legend, as always thanks for gettin these in and the great baseball talk before hand.  Best of luck with 

your live summer slam series! 

 

 

Chesapeake Bay at Syracuse 

 



OZUNA BITES FORMER TEAM WITH RBI IN 9TH INNING 
 
In what is becoming the typical Syracuse vs. CBay game there was no shortage of drama 
here.  Former Cuse hurler Zack Greinke was on the mound for the Cats while the southpaw 
Quintana took the hill for Cuse.  The Hazard would come out strong in the bottom of the 1st as 
Jose Altuve would smack a lead off home run and Ryan Braun would come up 4 batters later 
with a man aboard and hit a 2-run bomb to give the Cuse an early 3-0 lead.  In this matchup no 
lead is safe and the Cats proved that 3 runs was nothing in the top of the 3rd, with 2 outs Dexter 
Fowler would walk, back to back doubles from Tyler Saladino and Melky Cabrera before a 
Stanton bomb would put the Cats up 4-3.  In the top of the 4th Dexter Fowler would send a 
shallow fly ball between Altuve and Ichiro, no one would call for it and the two would 
collide.  Jonathon Lucroy would score all the way from first and Ichiro would have to be removed 
because he is a billion years old.  In the top of the 5th, again with two outs, Stanton and 
Valbuena would go back to back to the cheap seats and push the Cats lead to 7-3.  The Hazard 
would come back to life in the bottom of the 5th, Anthony Rendon would lean into one for the 
lead off HBP, he would move to third as a Danny Valencia base hit is misplayed by Fowler, after 
an Altuve flyout Christian Yelich would knock a 2-run base hit and would score on a Corey 
Seager double to cut the CBay lead to 7-6.  After a quiet 6th inning on both sides Jose Altuve 
would lead off with a single and swipe, scoring on a Miggy double to tie the game at 7.  The 
Hazard would look to 1st round draft pick Nate Jones to keep it tied in the 9th and he would 
falter, surrendering a double to Jay Bruce and an rbi single to Marcel Ozuna in his first game 
with the Cats having been sent there in a recent trade for Max Scherzer.  Aroldis Chapman 
would have a tall task facing Jorge Soler, Miggy and WILMER but would sit the potent trio down 
in order to preserve the win for the Cats. 
 
PIT 
CBAY 
Greinke - 6 IP 
Tazawa - 1 IP 
Bush - W - 1 IP 
Chapman - S - 1 IP 
 
CUSE 
Quintana - 7 IP 
Strickland - 1 IP 
Jones - L - 1 IP 
 
HR 
CBAY 
Stanton (2) 
Valbuena  
 
CUSE 
Altuve 
Braun 
 
SB 
CBAY 
none 
 
CUSE 



Altuve 
 
ERROR 
CBAY 
Fowler, Correa 
 
CUSE 
none 
 
INJURIES 
CBAY 
none 
 
CUSE 
Ichiro - 2 Games, for being older than most of the other player's parents. 
 
CBAY OUTLASTS CUSE IN 13 INNING INSTANT CLASSIC 
 
Cuse again wasted little time getting on the board, this time going with the small ball approach, 
racking up 4 singles, with rbis for Braun and Ramos.  The Cats would not take this lying down 
either, in the top of the third (with 2 outs...) 3 straight singles and the big 3 run blast from Carlos 
Correa to give the cats a 4-2 lead.  The Hazard would answer back in the bottom of the 4th with 
newly acquired Odubel Herrera going deep on the Lenny Chart, needing a 94 and getting a 98 
to put it out and two batters later Danny Valencia would get into one to tie the game at 4.  After 
this the pitching staffs would showcase what they could do trading 0's for some time.  It would 
get interesting in the bottom of the 9th when backup catcher Steven Vogt would take a foul ball 
to his taint and would be removed from the game.  The Cats were out of players to call in off the 
bench so Yu Darvish would come in to play 1st base and Jonathon LuCroy would go back 
behind the plate.  That same AB would give Darvish a try on the error chart and he would not 
make the play, allowing Anthony Rendon to move to 2nd base, but Tazawa would get the next 
two batters to keep the game tied.  No one would threaten again until the 13th inning when the 
Cats would finally get to Raisel Iglesias as 4 of the first 5 batters would reach culminating in a 2-
run single from (you guessed it) Marcell Ozuna.  Chapman would come in for the bottom half 
and notch another save, completing the sweep of the Hazard. 
 
PIT 
CBAY 
Guerra -5.2 IP 
Phelps - 1.1 IP 
Bowman - 1 IP 
Tazawa - 1 IP 
Bush - W - 3 IP 
Chapman - S - 1 IP 
 
CUSE 
Eickhoff - 6.2 IP 
Hand - 1.2 IP 
Jones - 1.2 IP 
Strickland - 2 IP 
Iglesias - L - 1 IP 
 



HR 
CBAY 
Correa 
 
CUSE 
Herrera 
Valencia 
 
SB 
CBAY 
Correa 
 
CUSE 
Herrera 
 
ERROR 
CBAY 
Darvish 
 
CUSE 
None 
 
INJURIES 
CBAY 
Vogt- Out for game, nursing his balls 
 
CUSE 
none 
 
Great series Commish, good luck in the Slam 
 
 

Orlando at Ocracoke 

ORTIZ PUSHES BLACKBEARD TO WIN IN RETURN DEBUT 

Gm1 

Pomeranz vs Descalfini 

OC waste no time in the first as V-mart touches Pomeranz for a two run dinger. Orlando would of course 

try and get scrappy with a peraza single, stolen base and their Martinez RBI double. They would tack one 

on in the fifth to tie it with a bb, hit an run RG 2b to move beltre and a RBI single by Montero. Bottom of 

the 6th and Ortiz would plate himself and Joc for a 4-2 lead. Top 8th and Orlando get one more off a 

Hamilton RBI triple before kimbrel came in to shut the door.  

Final ORL 3 OC 4 

 

Pitching 

Orlando 

L-Pomeranz 7 2/3 inn 

Ryan 1/3 inn 

 

Ocracoke 

W- Descalfini 8 inn 

S- kimbrel 1 inn 



 

No injuries 

 

 

SCHIMPF HOMER PROVES TO BE DIFFERENCE FOR OC SWEEP 

GM2 

Fulmer vs Bumgarner 

Orlando strikes first in the first with a beltre solo shot. OC responds on the bottom half plating two off a 

RBI double by Trumbo and Pederson RBI single. Bottom third and OC would get one via a Pederson RBI 

double. The beards would finish their scoring at four in the 4th with a Schimpf solo shot. Top 5th and 

Orlando would score one via Hamilton RBI double. They would tack on one more in the 6th with a 

Martinez solo shot to make it 4-3 OC. Not much else would happen as kimbrel had an easy 1,2,3 in the 

9th.  Final ORL 3 OC 4 

 

Pitching 

Orlando 

L- Fulmer 6 2/3 inn 

Logan 1 1/3 inn 

 

Ocracoke 

W- Bumgarner 8 inn 

S- kimbrel 1 inn 

 

Injuries 

ORL none 

OC- Sczcur HBP in 3rd (out for game) 

 

Side note: for the Billy Hamilton watch, he just couldn't figure out how to stop at first base in both games 

 

Thanks for rolling buck and good luck and summer slam.  Duran 

 

 

 
 

ABL PITCHING STATUS: 

Chesapeake Bay 

Darvish  Rested 

Greinke  Rest 3 games 

Strasburg Rested  

Lester  Rested 

Bullpen: 

Bush must REST in game one and game two 

Tazawa must REST in game one 

Phelps must REST in game one 

Chapman must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 



Bowman pitched in one game 

 

Tallahassee 

Porcello Rest 2 games 

Bauer  Rest 3 games 

Straily  Rested 

Archer  Rest 1 game 

Bullpen: 

Rested 

 

Orlando 

Nola  Rest 2 games 

Pomeranz Rest 3 games 

Fulmer  Rest 4 games 

Ray  Rested 

Lackey  Rest 1 game 

Bullpen: 

Logan must REST in game one 

 

Titusville 

Hendricks Rest 2 games 

Sale  Rest 3 games 

Wright  Rested 

Iwakuma Rested 

Bullpen: 

Barrett pitched in one game 

 

Mudville 

Arrieta  Rest 2 games 

Zimmerman  Rest 3 games 

Friedrich Rested 

Cole  Rest 1 game 

Manaea  Rested 

Bullpen: 

Stripling must REST in game one 

Baez must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 

Rondon must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 

Strop pitched in one game 

Duke pitched in one game 

 

Long Beach Island 

Kluber  Rest 2 games 

Carrasco Rest 3 games 

J. Fernandez Rest 4 games 

Price  Rested 

Davies  Rest 1 game 

Bullpen: 

Salas pitched in one game 

Familia pitched in one game 

 

Syracuse 



Verlander Rest 2 games 

Quintana Rest 3 games 

Hamels  Rested 

Samardzija Rested 

Scherzer Rest 2 games 

Bullpen: 

Strickland must REST in game one 

Jones must REST in game one 

Hand must REST in game one 

Iglesias pitched in one game 

 

Ocracoke 

Bumgarner Rest 4 games 

Maeda  Rested 

Lewis  Rested  

Griffin  Rest 1 game 

deGrom Rest 3 games 

Bullpen: 

Kimbrel must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 

 

La Jolla 

Kershaw Rest 2 games 

Cueto  Rest 3 games 

Hill  Rest 4 game  

Shoemaker Rested 

Hellickson Rest 1 game 

Bullpen: 

Neris must REST in game one 

Quackenbush must REST in game one 

Oh must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 

 

Albany 

Syndergaard Rest 3 games 

Martinez Rested 

Gray  Rested 

Chatwood Rest 1 game 

Bullpen: 

Rested 

 

 



 
Home Run Picture courtesy of Atlantic City Gambler ABL Hall of Fame Manager 

 

A LOOK AHEAD IN THE ABL: 

 
 

Series Previews Week 13 Edition: SUMMER SLAM IS HERE! 

 

And it’s going to be huge.  How huge?  The hugest!  Why?  Well, let me tell you why. 

 

WEEK 13 JULY 28 - AUG 6 RESULTS  D.M./V. MAN  SITE MGR NL/AL D/N

131 ALBANY SYRACUSE MICHAEL COOP AL DAY

132 ALBANY SYRACUSE DAY

133 ALBANY SYRACUSE DAY

134 ALBANY SYRACUSE DAY

135 LONG BEACH OCRACOKE SKIBBY DURAN AL DAY

136 LONG BEACH OCRACOKE DAY

137 LONG BEACH OCRACOKE DAY

138 LONG BEACH OCRACOKE DAY

139 TALLAHASSEE MUDVILLE DON JR. CASEY NL DAY

140 TALLAHASSEE MUDVILLE DAY

141 TALLAHASSEE MUDVILLE DAY

142 TALLAHASSEE MUDVILLE DAY

143 TITUSVILLE CHESAPEAKE BAY LENNY COMMISH NL DAY

144 TITUSVILLE CHESAPEAKE BAY DAY

145 TITUSVILLE CHESAPEAKE BAY DAY

146 TITUSVILLE CHESAPEAKE BAY DAY

147 LA JOLLA ORLANDO KEVIN BUCK NL DAY

148 LA JOLLA ORLANDO DAY

149 LA JOLLA ORLANDO DAY

150 LA JOLLA ORLANDO DAY



BOTH divisions are tied up in the first place spot.  Both pairs of division leaders face off this 

week in four game sets.  Lots of pressure in those matchups.  While they beat up on each other, 

the rest of the league has their own problems, as all the AL races are tight, and the fight for the 

3rd spot in the NL could go down to the wire.   

 

It’s possible only one summer slam series will be roller live this year, with the Commish traveling 

for work.  It’ll be a family affair, which can always been entertaining.  May need to keep 

pineapples away from the Legend though. 

 

Enough babbling.  Let's get on with it! 

 

Series One - Albany Lo-Sox (13-13) vs. Syracuse Hazard (12-14) 

 

Albany managed a split last week against the Perfectos, while the Hazard dipped below .500 

after being swept by the Chesapeake Bay Marcell Ozunas. 

 

Albany - What to Watch For → The Lo-Sox have an opportunity to put some distance between 

one team and the rest of the pack this week.  It is a tough draw in the Hazard.  Albany has had 

a sneaky good offensive season, climbing the ranks to the 2nd best team SLG % in the league, 

behind only the Perfectos.  It doesn’t always translate to bunches of runs (averaging 4.58 per 

game), and with the ERA just south of 5.00 now, sometimes it’s better to be lucky than good.  

Or if you’re gonna give up a bunch of runs, do it all at once.   

 

Albany - Player to Watch → Newcomer Stephen Piscotty.  Where does he fit in?  A complement 

player to CarGo, given his weakness against left handed pitching?  A solid bat off the bench?  

Defensive replacement?  Replace CarGo all together?  The possibilities are many, but it’s a nice 

addition to a squad looking for a small move to add to the “now” part of their team, who could 

play a role in their future. 

 

Syracuse - What to Watch For → The flurry of acquiring many much players seems to have 

subsided.  Word from the Hazard manager is they are in a holding phase heading into the 

deadline, which may serve them well.  They’ve pulled off many big deals, which we likely will not 

see the full effect of this season.  Adding Max Scherzer back into the mix raised the morale of 

the team, but bit them in the ass when one of the key pieces of the trade played a part of the 

sweep by the Commish.  One has to believe that the bad luck has to run out eventually, right? 

 

Syracuse - Player to Watch → It would be cheap to say Max Scherzer, right?  I can’t go ahead 

and just pick the newest player on every team?  FINE!  We’ll go in the opposite direction and 

point at...Christian Yelich.  He’s been the best player on the Hazard all season (condolences to 

Miggy) but Yelich has the type of card that can carry a team through a big four game set.  If the 

Hazard are to make headway in the standings, Christian Yelich will be the strapping dude, riding 

shirtless on a horse, leading the troops into battle. 

 

Series Two - Long Beach Island Starfish (15-11) vs. Ocracoke Blackbeards (15-11) 



 

Both teams are riding in off a sweep of their interleague series, no stranger to playing at slam, 

hoping for few extra innings and no injuries as they duke it out for sole possession of the top 

spot in the AL.  As Duran pointed out on Twitter, these teams have a long history, and are fairly 

evenly matched coming into Slam. 

 

Long Beach Island - What to Watch For → Will the pitching advantage carry through Summer 

Slam?  The ‘fish have pitched fairly well most of the season, impressive with the massive 

increase of offensive firepower across the league.  After allowing 1 run against the Terriers, can 

LBI’s starting pitchers show up the same way against the Blackbeards, who do have a powerful 

lineup as well, and continue the chase for back to back division titles. 

 

Long Beach Island - Player to Watch → Kris Bryant.  MVP candidates show up in big spots to 

put up big numbers.  That’s what they’re supposed to do.  Well this is about as big as a spot as 

can be, and the ‘fish need their big bat to show up in a big away against Ocracoke.  Bryant will 

get some spots to excel, time to see what he can do with it. 

 

Ocracoke - What to Watch For → By the time you read this, the trade deadline will have passed.  

The biggest question I have is who’s actually now on the 25 man roster of the Blackbeards.  The 

biggest question ABL fans will have is going to be “Is this the year the trades pay off”?  The 

Blackbeards manager has been balls deep in every trade he can get himself into, and this year 

coming out of the deadline they’re tied for first.  Will the trades help the playoff push?  Is this the 

year of the Blackbeards?  I know some teams that want to stand in the way but will it be 

enough?! 

 

Ocracoke - Player to Watch → David Ortiz.  He’s been watched a lot this year.  He’s in a 

position to win a final ABL title.  He was poop in Syracuse.  Came over in a steal of a deal.  

Gives Ocracoke another middle of the order bat to compliment Schimpf, Trump, and JocJams.  

Dangerous lineup just got dangerous...er? 

 

Series Three - Tallahassee Terriers (10-16) vs. Mudville Nine (9-17) 

 

Let’s continue the rivalry week festivities with a matchup of father and son, Legend and Prodigy, 

fighting for the last playoff spot in the NL. 

 

Tallahassee - What to Watch For → The Terriers have been in this weird place of buying/selling 

and not really knowing which direction to head.  Now that the trading has to come to an end, 

and a newly improved lineup and strong bullpen, the Terriers might start making some 

consistent noise.  Maybin and Villar give them some speed at the top of the lineup, and if the 

Terriers play aggressive, and they have shown in the past the willingness to do so, they might 

hold onto that final playoff spot. 

 

Tallahassee - Player to Watch → The previously mentioned Cameron Maybin.  This dude is 

fascinating to me.  I’m not sure a 200/200 card has gotten so few plate appearances (7) this far 



into a season.  So no one really knows what to expect!  With a high average card with a buttload 

of hits, and he could be a good top of the order bat.  IF HE STAYS HEALTHY.  No crazy play 

rolls, no problem! 

 

Mudville - What to Watch For → Flying pineapples.  This one won’t be on the roller, so it may be 

easier for the Legend to reach out and get ya!  Seriously though, the Nine have made it no 

secret that they are already looking towards 2017.  However, here they sit, one game out of a 

playoff spot, while tied for 1-1 in next years draft (seriously this has been an insane year).  Do 

they have any of the leprechaun magic left to make the playoffs for the third straight year? 

 

Mudville - Player to Watch → The Mudville pitching staff.  They’ve been on the struggle bus all 

year, and their recent trade activity has left them further depleted.  If Mudville is going to pull off 

the upset and make the playoffs despite selling, they either need the pitching staff to step up in 

a big way, or they need to start giving their hitters steroids, meth, and cocaine.  That should 

make them invincible if the 80’s and 90’s showed us anything! 

 

Series Four - Titusville Perfectos (17-9) vs. Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats (17-9) 

 

Still the only teams with single digit losses.  NOT FOR LONG I TELL YOU!  One or both of 

these teams will join the rest of us peasants with double digit losses.  The biggest question is, 

after holding on to the division lead for so long, how will the Perfectos handle the biggest 

matchup of their season so far? 

 

Titusville - What to Watch For → The Perfectos head into enemy territory, sharing the first place 

spot for the first time in what seems like the whole season.  The Perfectos are winning with 

power and pitching, and they might have the highest HR +/- in history at +31 right now.  If the 

Perfectos struggle in one area it’s hitting.  They currently have the lowest team batting average 

in the league (2nd most walks though) and sometimes when you’re in a tough fight, having 

some ducks on the pond can help when that inevitable long ball comes crashing through.   

 

Titusville - Player to Watch → I haven’t heard anyone say this name in a while, so I’m gonna do 

it.  You know who’s really good?  Manny Machado.  Leads the qualified hitters on the team in 

batting average, plays some sick defense, and he’s second on the squad in dingers with 7.  Do 

we think Mr. Machado is up to the task of putting the Perfectos on his back and carrying them 

across the finish line? 

 

Chesapeake Bay - What to Watch For → The usually trade active ‘Cats were at it again, making 

moves and improving their team.  Because back to back titles just aren’t enough for some 

people.  Darvish comes in, hoping to keep the ball in the yard.  Bowman and Lugo come over to 

help shore up a really sick bullpen.  How they replace Adam Eaton will be interesting, but I’m 

pretty sure Stanton is just gonna come in and crush every puny baseball thrown in his direction.  

Because that is what the Stanton do. 

 



Chesapeake Bay - Player to Watch → Jay Bruce and Dexter Fowler.  With the departure of 

Adam Eaton, it is going to be up to these guys (amongst others) to fill the hole left in the hearts 

of Channel Cats fans everywhere.  Bruce has been solid all year long, chipping in a good 

average and a solid 6 dingers in 48 at bats (That’s one every 8 at bats math majors!).  Fowler 

has a good OBP and adds some speed to the top of the lineup.  Can these guys step up to keep 

the ‘Cats division title hopes chuggin along? 

 

Series Five - La Jolla JUGGERNAUT (13-13) vs. Orlando Sharks (9-17) 

 

Each of these teams got dinged last week by getting swept, but winning a slam series could fix 

all of that for either team. 

 

La Jolla - What to Watch For → Two things.  One, how will La Jolla handle being in a National 

League style game for 4 games?  As we have seen in the finals the past few years, losing a top 

5 bat can be seriously detrimental to a team.  Two, how long can La Jolla’s manager hold their 

breath for?  Two games maybe?  Because life will be good once Kershaw and Cueto can take 

the mound.  Things can be a little hairier when the 4th and 5th guys are on the bump as we all 

know, and those games may be crucial for the JUGGERNAUT to stay in the running for the 

division title. 

 

La Jolla - Player to Watch → This is one sure to make Sharks fans go bananas (thanks Gwen 

Stefani) because it’s Dee Gordon.  Gordon is THREE triples away from tying the ABL single 

season record.  He’s also been the best hitter on the team all year.  A sizeable chunk of offense 

flows through this dude, and I’m hoping he can get a couple three baggers to add to that season 

total. 

 

Orlando - What to Watch For → The Sharks have made some moves looking towards 2018, but 

I wouldn’t count them out quite yet.  It will be next man up in the bullpen as they just moved two 

arms, but the arms they have left might still have some life in them.  I’m sure Buck also likes the 

challenge of player spoiler AND helping his own chance of making the playoffs.  Recordwise it 

may not be the best Sharks season yet, but they can still make some noise down the stretch. 

 

Orlando - Player to Watch → Sir Studly JD Martinez.  In about half a season of plate 

appearances he leads the team in doubles, bombs, and RBI.  Project that outward and we’re 

talking an MVP caliber season.  If the Sharks are going to stick it to the Jugs this week, Martinez 

will be at the center of the action with his whoopin stick. 

 

 

 
 

ABL TAXI TEAMS: 



Chesapeake Bay 

Rogers 

Belt 

Polanco 

Upton 

Cabrera 

Broxton 

Guerra 

 

Tallahassee 

Buxton 

Ross 

Nolasco 

Gray 

Profar 

Semien 

Hernandez 

 

Orlando 

May 

Morrison 

Schebler 

Boyd 

Wilson 

Pedroia 

Rodon 

 

Titusville 

Maurer 

Harper 

Estrada 

Gonzalez 

Nunez 

Santana 

Barrett 

 

Mudville 

Mazara 

Velasquez 

Duke 

Leon 

Schwarber 

Sardinas 

Brantley 

 

Long Beach Island 

Perez 

Suarez 

Conforto 

Gordon 

Betts 



Marte 

Pollock 

 

Syracuse 

McCutchen 

Giles 

Odorizzi 

Eickhoff 

Walker 

Smolinski 

Matz 

 

Orcacoke 

Kepler 

Eibner 

Cron 

Dull 

Rua 

DeSclafani 

Arcia 

 

La Jolla 

Leake 

Broxton 

Wong 

Francoeur 

Sano 

Phillips 

Napoli 

 

Albany 

Descalso 

Rusin 

Dyson 

Casali 

Colon 

Moore 

Anderson 

 

Enjoy Week 13 

Contributors to Around the Diamond:   

Scott Allen, Skibby Bomysoad, and Don Allen Jr. 


